
Always FORWARD

BRILLIANT MENTORS: 
FACULTY SUPPORT
Le Moyne faculty members are passionate, dedicated teachers and 
scholars. They challenge their students academically and know them 
personally. They inspire students to pursue their higher callings and 
guide them toward bright futures. 

Faculty enjoy working with Le Moyne students in our community-
oriented environment. Our Jesuit mission strongly resonates with them; 
however, in choosing to teach and mentor at Le Moyne, they sometimes 
forgo access to the amenities of a research university that might help 
advance their scholarship. Consequently, we need to provide additional 
resources to keep these brilliant mentors – and their scholarship – on 
the Heights. 

Support For Our Faculty
The market for outstanding faculty is extremely competitive. Professors 
desire an intellectual community that offers ample resources to expand 
their research, develop innovative programming, and strengthen their 
reputations in their respective fields. These resources are best provided 
via faculty endowment funds, including endowed professorships. Being 
named an endowed professor is highly prestigious in the academic 
community and significantly bolsters Le Moyne’s reputation for 

academic excellence. By creating additional endowed professorships, 
Le Moyne can compete with larger research universities in sustaining 
and rewarding our best faculty. By endowing a professorship, you fund 
innovative teaching, robust research, and cutting-edge discovery. You 
ensure that we recruit and retain the best mentors for our students.  
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Support For Faculty Research And Travel
Direct support of faculty scholarship and travel, in all disciplines, is essential  
to sustaining and enhancing the intellectual culture on the Heights. External  
funding from grants and government sources can only go so far, especially  
in the humanities and social sciences. Therefore, it is important to support  
ground-breaking scholarship to keep our faculty at the forefront of their fields, 
providing our students the best educational experiences possible. 

Often, faculty ask students to work with them on their research projects, and 
students are published alongside their professors in prestigious academic journals 
and travel with them to conferences to present their findings. Undergraduate 
research experiences bolster students’ applications to top graduate programs  
and strengthen the intellectual environment on campus. 

Taking on student mentees, while rewarding, requires additional time and  
resources from professors. Providing additional support for faculty who offer  
these opportunities to students is critical for us as we continue to strengthen our 
culture of research and scholarship. 

Support For Innovation
Our faculty members are innovators in their fields, producing cutting-edge 
scholarship and research, and designing best practices in teaching. The College 
proposes to endow a fund that honors our commitment to our Jesuit, liberal arts 
tradition while also providing resources for faculty to develop innovative programs.

The Presidential Fund for Innovation in the Liberal Arts will enable the president 
to invest in promising programs and initiatives that will foster a compelling liberal 
arts education by enhancing academic programs, complementing our strategic 
plan, and expanding educational opportunities for students and faculty. The Fund is 
poised to build on Le Moyne’s legacy of providing a strong liberal arts education  
as we nurture the ethical and imaginative leaders of tomorrow.

Our aim is to recruit and retain the best teachers and scholars. To do this, we need 
to offer competitive compensation, secure prestigious fellowships and grants, 
provide travel and research stipends, upgrade classroom and laboratory equipment, 
and provide conference funding. A college education is not about teaching or 
scholarship. It's about teaching and scholarship, and there is no place that does  
this better than Le Moyne.
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